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Introduction

The region of superheavy nuclei (SHN) is
characterized by large number of proton i.e,
Z ≥ 100. The possibility of existence of SHN
was first built by Myers and Swiatecki [1] in
the middle of 1960s. The synthesis of SHN is
a challenging issue for experimentalists due to
extremely small cross section observed during
production of Z=112 at GSI. Despite these dif-
ficulties the nuclei with Z=114-118 have been
synthesized at Dubna [2] using hot fusion re-
action.
According to the liquid drop model, the SHN
should decay through instant fission due to
large electric charge. The reason for the SHN
being stable despite having so many protons is
puzzle for theorists and experimentalists. The
quantum shell effects may be reason for sta-
bility of SHN. To quantify the shell effects the
Strutinsky shell correction scheme is found to
be very useful. The level density of single par-
ticle energy for superheavy nuclei are found to
be large which leads to consensus among theo-
rists for magic gap. In this work, we searched
for neutron shell closure in isotopes of Z=124
and Z=126 using Strutinsky shell correction
scheme (SSC) [3]. The ground state proper-
ties have been obtained using Covariant En-
ergy Density Functionals (CEDFs) with DD-
ME2 [4] and DD-PC1 [5] interactions. We
have restricted our calculation for even-even
nuclei due to lack of faithful configuration as-
signments of experimentally known odd mass
SHN in GS to be confronted with theory.
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Results and Discussions
In Strutinsky averaging method, the mag-

nitude of energy (δEshell) due to shell effect
is given by the difference total single-particle
energy E and the smoothed sum of single-
particle energy Ē.

δEshell = E − Ē =

N(z)∑
i=1

ei − 2

∫ λ̄

−∞
e ḡ(e)de.

Where the terms N(Z), ei, and λ̄ are particle
number, single particle energy, and smoothed
Fermi level, respectively. Smoothed level den-
sity is represented by ḡ(e). The shell closure
is indicated at particular point with large neg-
ative shell correction to the energy.
The calculated results for neutron, proton and
total shell correction energy from Strutinsky
averaging method of both the isotopic series
(Z=124 and Z=126) are presented in Fig. 1
and Fig. 2, respectively. The shell correction
with both the force parameter corresponding
to neutron and proton distribution are shown
in the upper panels of each graph. The total
shell correction is represented in the bottom
panels. It is clear from the figures that re-
sults from both the interaction have almost
same trend except at very few points. One
can observe that total shell correction energy
has more variation at the beginning as com-
pared to the end of the isotopic series i.e, after
N=200 in both of the figures. Due to very less
fluctuation of proton shell correction, the min-
ima of total shell correction is coincide with
minima of neutron shell correction. There-
fore, the minima of total shell correction are
correspond to neutron shell closure. The dis-
tinct minima are clearly observed at N=168,
174, and 178 in Fig. 1 for both the interac-
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Neutron, proton, and total
shell correction to the energy of the isotopic series
of Z=124 at their ground state.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Same as Fig. 1 but for
Z=126.

tion while DD-ME2 calculates one extra min-
imum at N=184. The nucleus with N=168
is found to be highly oblate (β2 = −0.45) in
our structural investigation while nucleus cor-
responding to N=174 and 178 are found as less
oblately deformed (β2 ≈ −0.20). So, these
number can be reported as deformed neutron
magic number of isotopic series for Z=124. We
also got sharp down fall in S2n at these num-
bers which strengthen our findings. An extra
sharp minimum observed for DD-ME2 other
than DD-PC1 at N=184. Therefore, we can

conclude that there is model dependency at
N=184 for neutron shell closure.

Fig. 2 represents results for isotopic series
of Z=126. The behavior of curves from both
the force parameters follows more or less same
trend. Here, we got three points common for
minima i.e, N=168, 174, and 178 from both
the graphs. These three nuclei are also pre-
dicted as deformed nuclei by the both rela-
tivistic interactions. So, we can conclude these
three (N=168, 174, 178) as deformed neutron
magic for the whole region which have been
studied here. An extra peak of total shell cor-
rection is observed around N=182 only by DD-
PC1. But, reporting N=182 as neutron magic
is difficult that we do not found any signature
of extra stability for this nucleus.

conclusion
The main aim of present work is to locate

the neutron shell closure in superheavy region
using Strutinsky shell correction scheme. The
deformed neutron magic are found at N=168,
174, and 178 for both the isotopic series. The
results at N=184 for Z=124 series, and N=182
for Z=126 series have got some matter dis-
cussion for reporting as magic shell gap be-
cause of lack of support from other stability
test. The almost constant behavior of neu-
tron and proton shell correction curves after
the N=200 suggests that increment in neutron
beyond this will leave no effect on shell correc-
tion.
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